Junior Scientist Campus Map

Parking: Crescent Lot, Hoy Road Parking Garage, and Campus Road C/O/SC Lots. Located at Stops B and C. Free parking on weekends.

General events
Registration / check-in / breakfast
Student welcome
Parent welcome
Demos
Lunch
Closing
Barton Hall
Barton Hall
Schwartz Auditorium (Rockefeller)
Barton Hall
Barton Hall
Barton Hall
C,D
C,D
A,E
C,D
C,D

Buses circle campus between workshops going clockwise and counterclockwise (5 minutes per loop).

Junior Scientist Workshops
1. Adventures through the Plant Kingdom!
   Mann 405
2. Alien Worlds
   Space Science 105
3. Beyond Bacon: Why Fats and So Important
   Baker 301A
4. Black Widow vs. Wonder Woman
   Stocking 146
5. Can You Hear the Light?
   Carpenter 236
6. Cell City Relay
   Stocking 264
7. Command Your Own Robot
   Thurston 102
8. Digestive Detectives!
   Clark 2540
9. Exploring Math Patterns and Puzzles
   Mills 592
10. Fantastic Photos!
    Weil 125
11. Fueling Your Gut Reactions!
    Baker 2018
12. Genetic Freaks
    Biotech 021
13. Get a Kick Out of Mechanics
    Olin Hall 245
14. Google with Paper Airplanes
    Gates 001
15. Healing Health: When Engineering Meets Medicine
    Weil 221
16. Holy Cow!
    Morrison 174
17. How Do Robots Think Finding Your Way Through Programming
    Phillips 318
18. Materials in the House
    Baker 501 R/C
19. Program Your Own Animation
    Carpenter 285
20. Radiactive World
    Baker 132
21. Reverse Your Test tubes
    Weil 220
22. Somebody Call the Plant Doctor!
    Plant Science 102
23. Squeaky Clean Brains
    Weil 821
24. Tasty Science
    Stocking 202
25. The Physics of Bubbles
    Rockefeller 882
26. Traq-Ring Time Distinguish
    Hall 848
27. Up, Up, and Away
    Weil Attnum